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Category There has been an interesting debate about the use of
'Viral Marketing' in the corporate world, but few people know the
actual reason, the source of its existence. Corporate's have the
perfect marketing tools in their arsenal already - TV commercials,
catalogs, magazines, direct mail, trade shows and much more. Yet,
a combination of all these tools have failed miserably to ever live
up to their expectations for the simple reason that the majority of
the world’s population has not seen, nor heard, nor bought.
Turning to some other solutions for reaching this far-flung
audience would be too difficult for marketing departments.
Advertising agencies would be more than happy to get their hands
on such a source of revenue, until they realized that to get their
hands on the resulting traffic, they have to buy paid channels of
promotion or they will spend all their money on advertising people
to create paid channels of promotion - or paid search engines to
promote all the traffic to their search pages. The campaigns fail.
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The issue is more complicated than the cause and a lot of theories
have already been put forward. An article in 'The Economist' on
November 12, 2005 referred to the cause of the problem as the
quantifying effects of'survivorship bias'. Quantifying the effects
of viral marketing is probably the biggest reason why viral
marketing is not popular in the corporate world. Everyone wants to
know if it works and you can't measure that. It's easier to see the
effects of something and measure them. A significant amount of
eyeballs have already been converted into sales and this is
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